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The Meaning of Work in Historical Contexts
SAKAMAKI, Hideaki
 According to German historian Werner Conze, the word “work” historically has two 
different meanings: one is suffering in a passive sense; the other is an endeavor in an active 
sense. Originally, the passive meaning had the upper hand. From the Middle Ages on, however, 
the active meaning of work gradually gained popularity. This article will trace this change from 
the Greco-Roman era until the Reformation.
 For Greek philosophers, work was suffering. They had no respect for work because 
it was considered unsuitable for free men with virtue. However, in the Roman era, because of 
the Roman agricultural tradition, there arose a notion that hard work was a legitimate path to 
success. 
 Although Greek traditions were widely accepted during early Christianity, all kinds 
of work came to be regarded as equal before God. If work was undertaken with prayer and 
consideration of God, then no type of work was considered superior to any other. Disrespect for 
work was partly re-established in Christian theology when Greek philosophy was reintroduced 
in the Middle Ages. By the time of the Reformation, however, the thought that all work was 
equal before God regained popularity, and work became a necessity for all. At the same time, 
idleness came to be regarded as a vice.
 Conze stresses that Greek philosophy and Christian thought have continued to 
influence concepts of work through to the present day in many ways.
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